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Postmodern Cuba is a racially stratified
society. Many observers and researchers
can see that it continues to be a secu-

larly racist society marked by the trauma  of
of of slavery. The wounds caused by this can
still be seen on the intimate body politic.

Racism, discrimination, and prejudice
are ideological vestiges of the colonial peri-
od, and continue organically under the guise
of impunity; they injure human dignity
because the logic from which they stem has
not been attacked. These are wounds from
which society has not yet been able to recov-
er; they constitute a volatile threat to our
ecological social integration.

This is one of our social fabric’s most
damaged threads; it is Kevlar-like in its per-
sistence and is able to flourish in the vacuum
of our antiracist pedagogy. Both of these are
examples of a hegemonic power that still
erects internal barriers that are comfortably
ensconced in our social macro-consciousness;
pathologies with their own characteristics
that are part of our nation’s psychosocial
medical history.

Discrimination according to skin color
is legitimated, as is the rhetoric of hate.
There are patterns of impunity and a sup-
portive environment to naturalize them. The
ideology of color is a social and political
mask that still imposes its hegemony. It serves
as a mirror on the violence that continues to

internally fester in the social body, assuming
new and changing countenances, surviving
against all odds. 

After the seismic events of 1959, and the
deconstruction of a civil society whose very
architecture was racist, political and social
actors took the arrival of a new order as the
time for the social ascent of black Cubans
and an opportunity to abolish racism.
Opinion makers, intellectuals, politicians,
and unionists thought that Cuba had entered
a period that would bring about the emanci-
pation of human dignity, a true process of
integration.

The first years saw organized forums,
professional campaigns at the level of insti-
tutions, students, politics, religious bodies,
and unions. Suddenly, there were interracial
brotherhood dances and banquets; journal-
ists and writers published articles on the sub-
ject. Integration gradually crept into public
and recreational spaces.

The Second Declaration in Havana
(February 1962) declared that the
Revolution, under the mandate of the prole-
tariat, had eradicated racially or sexually
motivated discrimination. That was repro-
duced throughout all manner of official doc-
uments, the press, and even at centers of
learning. Discrimination was abolished in
1962—for the world.
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Black Cuban intellectuals who during
the Republican era denounced the limita-
tions of racial democracy lost their principal
sources of institutional support. The pro-
posed so-called program of integration the
Revolution was proposing left little room in
clubs, associations, and the press for the per-
sistence of racially defined voices and institu-
tions.

Any ethnically natured rhetoric was
condemned to a conspiracy of silence,
entirely subordinated to small-minded
interests. Official orthodoxy did not accept
religions of African origin as cultural
forms, instead seeing them as obstacles to
the construction of tropical socialism and
the creation of the “New Man.”The mirror
of equality was accepted as a fait accompli
and the issue was struck from the national
agenda. This was not the case as far as the
Revolution’s search for allies in the interna-
tional arena, in which the authorities cyni-
cally supported the African-American
struggle. The anti-colonialist struggle in
African and foreign policy became seductive
tools used on populist movements to avert
their gaze from internal racial problems.

Official resistance by whichever com-
missar of the moment countered all
attempts at free discussion of the topic;
intellectuals and unionists who tried to pro-
mote debate on the race issue were ideologi-
cally reprimanded. Some were condemned
to ostracism, others to exile or civil death.
Operations designed to marginalize and
exclude became the norm. The parame-
tración [censure and strict control) of
researcher Walterio Carbonell, playwrights
Tomás González and Eugenio Hernández
Espinosa and, to a lesser degree, of film-
maker Sara Gómez, really and truly took
place. Many of Gómez’s documentary films
continue to be censured, silenced.

Afro-Cuban rights proponent Juan
René Betancourt, writer Carlos Moore,
and the El Puente generation, a literary
group considered as a sort of rebirth of
Black Power, were also victims. The politi-
cal police had all of them under their
political microscope; they were all accused
of being a threat to national unity and of
trying to bring about the system’s collapse.

Fifty years after a seismic movement
that robbed us of our future and changed
all our lives, one does not see Cuban blacks
and mestizos enjoying true emancipation;
they are still hostages of social disadvan-
tage and uncertainty. A noteworthy part of
this population is still victim to extreme
poverty and confined to the lowest strata of
the social pyramid.

Many black Cubans consider Cuba an
uninhabitable and unsafe place in which
they don’t feel comfortable because their
skin color and lacerating discrimination
continues to condemn them. They feel
trapped within a mutilated citizenship,
like an at risk population group impacted
by arbitrariness, intolerance, and violence.

The image of blacks and mestizos in
the historically racialized Cuban imagi-
nary is totally distorted.  Their words are
still held to be licentious and evil; their
corporal religious and sexual practices are
seen as profane and irrational. The historic
pain of discrimination is still felt, and it
affects our whole society. It is a constant
source of humilliation that should be
eradicated so we can achieve the true and
complete integration of our social diversi-
ty. To accomplish this, we must face racism
head on instead of allowing opportunisti-
cally designed ideological structures to
deal with it. This requires us to make an
ethical and political decision to publicly
demand it.
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